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Research Leads to Startling Discovery — story on page 4

memo
FROM THE
DIRECTOR

unless they specifically request so.
The Conquistador group is a similar
organization, beginning at the
$1000 level, with monies going to
faculty salaries. The-Book-A-Year
is a special fund conducted by Dr.
A. J. Hanna to support the pressing
need for library books. The fund is
especially designed for memorials
to Alumni and friends. It is hoped
Alumni who give to these funds will
also support the Alumni Fund.
Q. I am a member of the Hamilton
Holt Club. Am I expected to give to
the Annual Alumni Fund too?
A. No! Gifts to the Annual Alumni
Fund of $100 or more automatically
entitle the donor to a Hamilton Holt
Club membership unless he specifies otherwise.

Walter M. Hundley
Director of Alumni Affairs
(EDITORS NOTE: Following are
some answers to a variety of questions
which have been asked occasionally by
many Alumni. We hope this will help
clarify any confusion. Please contact
the Alumni Office if you have further
questions or comments.)

Q. What is the purpose of the Rollins College Annual Alumni Fund?
A. Rollins College and the Alumni
Association urgently need immediate monies to supplement the current operating budget. Gifts to the
Alumni Fund indirectly enable the
College to increase faculty salaries
and student aid.
Q. How much money are we talking
about?
A. The goal of the 1968/69 (July 1 June 30) Alumni Fund was set at
$50,000; 1969/70 will be $75,000
and 1970/71 probably $100,000.
Q. Why do I receive so many different appeals for money from Rollins?
A. There are many immediate
needs, some for annual giving,
some for capital gifts. You may get
an appeal to become a Patron, a
Conquistador, a Museum Associate and to support the Book-AYear Fund. The Patrons are an organization of friends of the College
who give $100 or more annually to
supplement faculty salaries. Alumni
are not solicited to become Patrons

Q. Can gifts of securities, stocks
or bonds, or real property be made?
A. Yes, there is a definite tax advantage to be gained by the giving
of securities or property that have
appreciated in value, orwhen a loss
has been incurred. Your tax lawyer
or consultant can be of help in this
area, or Rollins College will be glad
to assist.
Q. How much should I give?
A. This is a question only you can
answer. Only you know what Rollins College means to you ... in
the past, present and future. Even
$1.00 or $5.00 means a great deal,
as the percentage of Alumni participation is also important. In the
past, less than 15% of Rollins
Alumni gave to the Annual Fund.
The national average for all colleges is 23%. Before a foundation
or corporation will give to a college,
they want to know what the Alumni
think of their Alma Mater, or what
percentage give annually. Therefore, we need any gift'—-regardless of the amount.
Q. Do you conduct your fund drives
on a calendar year basis?
A. No. The Alumni Association now
operates on a fiscal year from July
1 to June 30. Consequently, if you
made a gift in March 1969, for example, it would be credited to the
68/69 fiscal year and you might be
asked to give again in the fall of

1969, but for the fiscal year 1969/70.
Q. Will my class receive credit for
my gift? What if my spouse is also
an Alumnus — how will our gift be
credited?
A. Yes, records are kept by class
and also, a year-end report will
show how much each class contributed. If you are both members
of the same class, the gift will count
as one and is listed as Mr. and Mrs.
unless you specify otherwise. If
you are in different classes, the gift
will be split and each of you will
receive credit, again unless you
specify otherwise.
Q. Can my employer match any of
my gifts to the College?
A. Very possibly. There are over
400 companies now matching gifts
to higher education. Gifts of property and securities can also be
matched. Check with your company
and they will furnish you with the
necessary forms if they are a
matching gift company.
Q. What is the current enrollment
at Rollins? Are there black students?
A. Full-time undergraduate day
school enrollment is approximately
1005 with 450 females and 555
males. Graduate program enrollment is 805, and part time evening
school, including the Patrick A.F.B.
branch, is 1737. We currently have
14 full-time undergraduate students
at Rollins who are black. The number in the evening division is unknown.
Q. When will the 1970 Reunion be
scheduled?
A. Tentative dates have already
been approved for the week of
March 30, 1970, coinciding with
"Baseball Week," with the banquet
on April 4.
Q. Where are Rollins Alumni Clubs
in existence?
A. We currently have 11 clubs:
Central Florida, Brevard County,
Florida West Coast, Gold Coast
(Miami area), Jacksonville, Atlanta,
Washington, D.C., New York, Ohio,
Chicago and Southern California.
For Club addresses, contact the
Alumni Office.

A record response in voting by Alumni
resulted in the election of Frank Hubbard '41, Robert Lorenzen '58, John
Myers, Jr. '42, Robert Robertson '34,
and Patricia Swindle '50 as new Directors. In addition, Howard C. Kresge
'66 was named Alumni Trustee.
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COVER STORY: Dr. Cecil G. Butt '43 is
a dedicated pathologist. Through his efforts much has been discovered about
the deadly Naegleria ameba, pictured
in the microphotograph at left. WDBOTV News Director Ben Aycrigg '49
(1968-69 Alumni Association president)
interviewed Dr. Butt and wrote the article which begins on the following
page.

AN ALUMNUS SPEAKS
by BEN AYCRIGG '49

UNMASKING

Dr. Cecil G. Butt has been Chief of Pathology at Orange Memorial Hospital,
Orlando, since 1958. He was graduated
from Rollins in 19US, Emory Medical
School in 1947, and took residency at
Lansing, Grand Rapids, and Memphis.
He has contributed to medical textbooks
and journals, and in 1907 he and Dr.
Clyde G. Culbertson were awarded the
Hektoen Bronze Medal by the American
Medical Association and the Bronze
Award by the American Society of Clinical Pathologists for their work on
"Pathogenic Free Living Soil Amebas."
Dr. Butt is married to the former Carolyn Kent '45, daughter of long-time
Alumni Office staff member, Mrs. Claire
Kent.

When Dr. Cecil G. Butt returned
to his office at Orange Memorial
Hospital in Orlando, Florida, to
catch up on some work a hot August night in 1962, he faced a quest
that would shortly challenge medical science once again to find a
chemical weapon against a deadly
microbic enemy.
In the hospital that night, a 10year old boy was losing a battle
for life that had begun with a stiff
neck, fever, and headache. Apparently he had been in good health
a few days before, swimming and
diving extensively in the lake
where he lived. Tonight only a
droplet of spinal fluid beneath a
microscope seemed to yield a clue.
As Dr. Butt entered his office
where he was Chief of Pathology,
his staff urged him to look.
What he saw through the twin
lenses was startling: the first freeliving ameba ever to be noticed in
spinal fluid, the ectoplasm of its
footlike pseudopod bulging and
protruding in search of food, groping now from one side, now from
another.
The pathologist glanced at the
patient's history. The boy's father
was an Air Force officer, recently
back from South America. The
child had been admitted to the Base
hospital that day where alert technicians had spotted "something
moving" in the spinal tap. When
the child's condition worsened he
had been moved to Orange Memorial, his symptoms suggesting a
form of meningitis.
Dr. Butt removed his glasses to
study the slide again. Amebas are
not natural to the body: they come
from outside, and usually had
been discovered passing through
the gastro-intestinal tract. Only
one, Endamoeba Histolytica, was

known to be especially harmful,
or pathogenic. Its continued presence could cause dysentery. Had
the father carried it back from
South America?
E. Histolytica occasionally could
also make its way to the brain,
forming an abscess and causing
meningitis. Dr. Butt switched off
the microscope light as air dried
the speck of fluid and made the
ameba vanish. He went home worried about the little boy's chances.
That night neurosurgeons operated for a brain abscess. To their
surprise, they found none. A few
days later, despite massive doses
of antibiotics, the boy died: his
doctors and pathologists perplexed.
Routinely, however, the pathology staff checked for evidence confirming the diagnosis. The results
were bewildering.
Placed in a culture known to
stimulate the growth of E. Histolytica, the amebas did not survive.
Could they be a different strain?
Examined for expected signs of
the ameba, the brain tissue revealed none. Nor did the gastrointestinal tract.
Three weeks later a part time
staff technician, Air Force T/Sgt.
Mike Phelan, who had seen the
ameba, detected suspicious activity in the spinal tap of another patient. Taking a penny from his
pocket, he heated it with a match
flame and placed it on the edge of
the glass slide. When the penny's
warmth reached the speck of fluid
under the lens, the peanut-shaped
organism sprang to activity, darting its pseudopod hungrily about.
The ameba was back.
Summoned to look, Dr. Butt
found its appearance and motion
almost identical with the first.
Alarmingly, the new patient's

A KILLER AMEBA
symptoms were the same. He was
an 18-year old boy, in good health,
having been swimming, water-skiing and diving to the lakebottom
for a lost wristwatch all during the
Labor Day weekend. He had developed a headache, left school a few
days later, and been admitted to
the hospital, feverish, incoherent,
and suffering a stiff neck. He died,
with the mysterious ameba again
found nowhere else in his body.
Skeptical colleagues suggested Dr.
Butt had seen a flying saucer, not
an ameba!
Undaunted, Dr. Butt learned during systematic reading that Dr.
Clyde G. Culbertson, Professor of
Pathology at the University of
Indiana and a Research Director of
the Eli Lilly Company, had discovered a strange free-living
ameba that attacked living cells
while he was preparing cultures of
polio vaccine which the intruder
contaminated. When injected into
experimental animals this Hartmannella ameba caused a fatal encephalitis! Dr. Butt sent his brain
tissue slides to Indiana. There Dr.
Culbertson recognized amebas in
them and flew at once to Orlando.
Across a lab table the two men
studied each other's slides. Dr. Culbertson showed what his test tube
ameba looked like when "fixed"
with chemical preservatives in the
dead tissue of experimental animals. It was shrunken and changed
in shape. He pointed out a peculiar rim around the black spot or
nucleolus giving a characteristic
"bullseye" appearance. Dr. Butt
squinted at a brain tissue slide and
[ now he, too, recognized the phenomenon that had prompted Dr.
Culbertson's hasty visit: the menacing presence of the strange new
ameba in human brain tissue. It

had been so long unnoticed because it resembled ordinary cells.
Both Orlando victims had been
swimming before falling ill. Was
there a connection? "Let's check
the lakewater," said Dr. Butt. His
suspicion was valid: the amebas
were living not only in Orlando's
lakes, but in Indiana's as well.
They were found to be concentrated in warm, stagnant water,
feeding on bacteria present among
decaying lake weeds.
Dr. Butt produced a culture in
which the lake amebas would grow
and reported his findings in 1964
to the Scientific Session of the
American Society of Clinical Pathologists. He theorized that the
amebas entered the brain from the
nose. This was both confirmed and
shaken the next year when Australian physicians reported four cases
on which they had been working
since 1961: three had been swimming, but one had not. Texas also
reported a case of a non-swimmer.
Both non-swimmers, however, had
had nasal infections.
The first incontestable medical
"proof" of the new disease came
in July 1966, four years after the
first two Orlando victims died,
when spinal fluid amebas from
another teenage Orlando victim
were successfully cultured both by
Dr. Butt and Dr. Culbertson and
separately reported in medical
journals. These cultures brought
an ominous new development:
the ameba that killed people was
different from that which killed
laboratory animals. Close study
revealed it to be of the genus
Naegleria, more deadly than Hartmannella.
International concern was
aroused. A small epidemic of "amebic meningoencephalitis" was re-

ported in Czechoslovakia whose
victims had been swimming in a
pool once filled with river water.
In Virginia more cases were related to a single lake. In all, well
over 40 cases are now positively
identified and recorded, over half
initially unrecognized at autopsy!
How many others have gone undiagnosed, pathologists cannot
guess.
Dr. Butt believes the Naegleria
ameba multiplies in the brain's
gray matter where it feeds on cells
unprotected by mylen sheathing.
He believes the only present hope
may be Amphotericin B, successful
in Australian experiments with animals. Hypo-thermia — cooling the
body—may also help since cultures
of Naegleria are observed to grow
rapidly only when warmed to body
temperature or above.
Although Dr. Butt lacks funds to
accelerate his own research, Dr.
Culbertson is distributing slides
and cultures from the Orlando
cases worldwide through the
ASCP. This will speed recognition
of Naegleria.
The ameba itself cannot be eradicated from our lakes and soil, says
Dr. Butt; what's needed is a cure
when it invades the human brain.
To avoid contact with Naegleria Ameba, Dr. Butt suggests:
1. Swim in clean, cool, moving water: springs and ocean
are best.
2. Avoid warm, stagnant
water, and areas of decaying
vegetation.
3. Keep your head out as
much as possible.
4. Avoid deep diving in dirty
water.
5. Don't stay in too long.
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By DR. FLORENCE M. STONE '19
I wish all of you could have attended Reunion. It was our 50th and
a thrilling and memorable occasion. The College administration
together with the Director of Alumni Affairs, Walter Hundley, and
his very capable associates provided a most varied and colorful
program.
It is impossible to relate all that happened during the three days
of a glorious week-end. I will try to give you, however, some of the
highlights.
The luau dinner held in the Enyart-Alumni Field House was a
gala occasion. The Chi Omega's had decorated beautifully with paper
lanterns, exotic plants and greenery and orchids which were flown
from Hawaii. Faith Emeny Conger, who had come all the way from
Hawaii, interpreted artistically and gracefully several Hawaiian
dances. The Hawaiian feast was superb!
The Class Parties at the Dubsdread Country Club were well
attended and very successful. The Pioneers and Gay 90's turned out
in large numbers, along with the other classes, and they had a
marvelous time reminiscing about the old days at Rollins, discussing
the Rollins of today, and what we can expect of our Alma Mater in
the years to come.
The beautiful garden party at "Windsong," the lovely home of
President and Mrs. McKean on Lake Virginia, gave us another
wonderful opportunity to enjoy the golden friendships we made at
Rollins.
The Dinner Dance at the Maitland Civic Center was indeed an
enjoyable and unusual occasion. Much imagination and creativity
was evident in the decor and in the execution of the events that
were planned in keeping with the Alumni Reunion theme. Much
mirth and gaiety prevailed as dancing to Buddy Morrow's "Night
Train" orchestra continued throughout the evening. It was indeed
a gala occasion!
One of the special events of the Reunion is the annual President's Luncheon in Rose Skillman Hall. This year was no exception as we are always eager to have President McKean tell us
"How are things at Rollins." He had prepared a most concise and
understandable handwritten report.
(Ed. note: By now most of you will have received the President's
report.)
We cannot lose sight of the fact, that anything we as Alumni can
give, whether large or small, monetary or personally, will enrich
and greatly add to the stature of our beloved Alma Mater. Therefore, let each of us during the coming year decide what he or she
can do to bring to fruition the future goals of the administration.
I hope this brief resume has stimulated you to the point that you
will not only return to the campus often and certainly to the next
Alumni Reunion, but that you will always keep Rollins forever foremost in your heart and mind.
An interesting and worthy item was added to the agenda at the
Pioneers Luncheon as Chappy McDonnell '51 auctioned off spikes
from the Dinky Line with the proceeds going to the Alumni Association as a gift from the 50-year anniversary class of 1919. Gertrude
Hall Royal diligently gathered spikes from the now-abandoned Dinky
Line and gilded each one. Through the efforts of Chappy and Gertrude the Alumni Association is richer by $80.00 with proceeds still
coming in. We still have a few Dinky Line Spikes on hand if anyone
is interested!
At the same time, Chappy auctioned off silver dollars, a longstanding tradition at the Pioneers luncheon, donated by the late
William Hufstetler of the Gay 90's. Two hundred and seven dollars
was realized from this part of the auction and goes to the Book-AYear as a gift from the Gay 90's and Pioneers.
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LEFT TO RIGHT, TOP TO BOTTOM: Over 400 attended Field House Luau /
Faith Conger '54 performs the "Hawaiian Wiggle" / Ben Aycrigg receives
outgoing President's Plaque from Walt Hundley / Buddy Morrow's "Night
Train" orchestra at banquet / Dr. Florence Stone '19 receives 50th Anniversary "Rollins Chair" from President McKean.

Alumni Reunion
Acceptance of the inevitable changes is
important. Many of them are good.
Loyalty to our Alma Mater brings us back
and a willingness to
Understand the campus of today helps to
make a successful visit.
Memories are a part of us. It is good to
allow them free rein, but it is well
to remember that
Nostalgia is living in the past while
Inspiration leads us into the future.
Responsibility for our Alma Mater does not
end at graduation. It begins!
Endeavoring to help should be important to
all of us.
Uniting with our fellow Alumni is essential
because the
Needs of Rollins must be met.
Improvements are always necessary.
We only have
One Alma Mater.
We must
Never forget her!
— Faith E. Conger '54
April, 1969

LEFT TO RIGHT, TOP TO BOTTOM: The Alumni Chorus at the Saturday
night banquet / Your new National Class Chairman Jack Makemson '39, who
succeeds Warren C Hume "39, on July 1 / The Drambuies at the Luau. A
popular student group now on records.

TOP TO BOTTOM: Cliff Montgomery receives first Alumni Association trophy for scholarship and
athletics from President Ben Aycrigg at the Luau / President McKean's luncheon / President McKean serving punch at his "Windsong" reception / Dr. A. J. Hanna
responds to a tribute paid to him
by the Class of 1919 at the Pioneers Luncheon / Pioneers at the
class parties at Dubsdread Country Club on Friday night

John Kest

Myrna Lipsner

We are trying a relatively new experiment at Rollins to be called "Communicada '69 — A Dialogue with Students"
encompassing an interview by Alumni
Director, Walt Hundley, with four Rollins students chosen from the student
body at random.
The four students who took part in
this rather unique interview were Miss
Lucia Turnbull, a junior from Memphis,
Tennessee and a past member of Pi Phi
sorority; Miss Myrna Lipsner, a sophomore from Falls Church, Virginia, and
an Independent; Mr. John Kest, a junior
from Poughkeepsie, New York and a
member of Phi Delta Theta fraternity
and Marius van Handel, a senior from
Vero Beach, Florida who is an Independent.
Although not necessarily chosen for
this purpose, two of these students are
perhaps considered on the "liberal" side,
while the other two are considerd more
or less on the "conservative" side. We
will let you, as readers, decide which is
which. This interview is going to be very
informal and questions will be asked at
random on a variety of subjects in the
hope that we can attempt to lessen the
so-called "communication gap" between
our Alumni and students. Some of the
questions I asked could be very controversial. I asked the students to express
their frank answers and opinions as
briefly as possible without getting into a
lengthy discussion. Let's hope we find it
interesting.

Mr. Hundley: I think I will start out with a
"loaded" question for Mr. van Handel.
Marius, as you may realize, many of our
Alumni of recent date have expressed some
concern over the appearance of several of
our students on campus with direct reference to long, unkempt hair and attire. I note
with interest that you are wearing a beard.
What is the reasoning and purpose for the
long, unkempt hair, beards and informal
clothing and how do you feel about this
matter?
Mr. van Handel: I can't speak for long hair
or way-out clothing, as I haven't got any,
but as for beards, mine just grows. I think
as President McKean said in his Fox Day
address last year, the present generation of
students is more concerned with personal
identity; I think that this is a striving for personal identy; we can argue about its effectiveness but in any event, I think that each
person is entitled to his personal identity.
Mr. Kest: I have no objections to long hair,
beards or any kind of attire as long as the
person is clean and relatively neat. This is
primarily for health reasons, and for the
benefit of the rest of the students.

Marius Van Handel

Miss Turnbull: In response to this question
about unkempt hair, long hair or different
attire, I would say that I would wish that
anybody be clean and neat. As to what you
wear, how long your hair is or something of
that sort, I think that is an individual thing
and is, in a sense, a means of expressing
yourself. Neatness and cleanliness are what
I consider important.
Miss Lipsner: Dress is a personal thing. It
is a means of expression that says something about the character of the individual.
Mr. Hundley: A topic of extreme interest to
many of our Alumni is our fairly new hourglass curriculum. Do you think the new hourglass curriculum is working, and if not, why
not?
Mr. Kest: I think the hour-glass curriculum
has a great deal of potential, but as yet, I
do not feel that this potential has been developed. I think the idea is good but the
foundation courses leave a great deal to be
desired. I have seen an improvement over
the last three years and I personally would
encourage these courses to continue. The
greatest disadvantage, I feel, is that the professors are trying to cram too much into too
short a time.

Lucia Turnbull

COMMUNICADA'69: a
dialogue with students

ROLLINS COMMENCEMENT/1969

Flag bearers led the recessional

Bachelor degrees were awarded to
182 candidates of Rollins undergraduate residential college on Friday, May 30, 1969. In addition 16
masters degrees were granted to
graduates of the Roy E. Crummer
School of Finance and Business
Administration.
Degrees with Distinction were
given to Sandra Kay Haskett Andry; Gail Ruth Pattison; Jean Linda
Felton; Stefan Hayden Young, with
High Distinction degrees going to
Janice Diane Gunter and Margaret
Curtis Perez. Robert F. Stonerock,
Jr., son of Alumni Past President
Robert F. Stonerock and Mary Marchman Stonerock, was awarded a
Bachelor of Sience degree with
Highest Distinction. Robert will remain on the Rollins campus during
the summer, managing the college's FM radio station, WPRK, and
working as a lab-assistant in the
MAT program. In the fall, he will attend Vanderbilt University as a
medical student, selected from four
schools where he had been accepted. Four other students will
also go into aspects of the medical
field, with Fred Schert selecting
Tulane from four schools where he
had been accepted, Mark Lans Frydenborg going to the University of
Miami, David Vilsack specializing
in pediatrics and Steven Roberts
in osteopathy.

The General Reeve Awards for
Scholarships were presented to the
five seniors who have had the highest academic averages for their
last three years at Rollins. The recipients were: Linda Jean Felton,
Janice Diane Gunter, Gail Ruth Pattison, Margaret Curtis Perez and
Robert F. Stonerock, Jr.
The Algernon Sydney Sullivan
Medallion, established in 1925 by
the New York Southern Society,
"nothing shall be considered except the possession of such characteristics of heart, mind and
conduct as evince a spirit of love
and helpfulness toward other men
and women" was awarded to Maria
Elena Dubort, Constance Snow
Griffin, William Melvin Hartog III
and David Hill Lord.
The graduates and their parents
were the guests of the Alumni Association at the traditional Sunrise
Breakfast at the "Family Tree" prior
to graduation.
At the climax of commencement
exercises, F. Monroe Alleman, Rollins College trustee since 1953, was
accorded formal recognition for his
boundless efforts in behalf of the
college.
A doctor of laws degree was
bestowed upon the prominent —
and popular — Orlandoan. He was
presented for this honor by Miller
Walton, Miami attorney who is

chairman of the Board of Trustees.
Alleman was lauded for "devoting every available hour to building this college." Among the many
ways he has served so sincerely
and untiringly, the presentation
pointed out that he has "advised
the president . . . taken an active
part in providing scholarships to
bring fine young men and women
to this campus . . . been a leader
among the trustees, giving them
wise counsel ... he has travelled,
written proposals . . . used his eloquence and his influence."
Conclusion of the presentation
read: "He has been the kind of
leader every college seeks and few
find. It is accurate to say that Rollins College would not enjoy the
position it occupies today were it
not for this dedicated leader and
servant."
Alleman is president of Leedy,
Wheeler and Alleman, Inc., one of
the South's most respected bonding houses.
Mr. Louis Layton Banks, managing editor of FORTUNE was bestowed the degree of Doctor of
Humanities. Banks was the commencement speaker and the text
of Mr. Bank's address to the graduates follows, along with the presentation for his honorary degree
written by William R. Shelton '48,
a long-time friend of Banks.

Louis Layton Banks first indicated interest in journalism in the
mannerthat many young men in our
mobile society could well emulate
today. When he and his mother
moved to California, he founded, at
the age of nine, an inspired newspaper. Its headlines reported activities of members of his family,
and his subscribers were his
own widely scattered relatives. Although his career thus began with
captive readership, he provided an
early example of closed circuit
journalism. He also recognized one
of the imperative social needs of
our times; the need for simple
family communications.
As an economics major at UCLA,
he learned enough about communications— and about campus
politics — to become editor of the
university newspaper. As soon as
his talents as a writer and speller
grew up to his ambition, he expanded his readership to half a
state by becoming campus correspondent for a Los Angeles newspaper. After post graduate work in
political science, he began his professional career as reporter and
rewrite man for the LOS ANGELES
EXAMINER.
In 1941, upon the outbreak of
war, he "slipped the sullied bonds
of earth to climb footless halls of
air" as a Navy pilot. At the end of
World War II, he reached for national readership for the first time
by becoming a Los Angeles correspondent for TIME, Inc. Making
his mark quickly as a perceptive
reporter, he was transferred to
Washington, and later to the citadel
of modern journalism in New York.
There he was noticed by TIME'S
editor-in-chief, the late Henry Luce.
In 1955, he was named a senior
editor. Before he became an editor,
TIME correspondents called TIME
an editor's magazine rather than a
reporter's magazine.
After he became an editor, these
correspondents continued to call
TIME an editor's magazine, but he
humanely made them nearly like it
by his habit of asking them to a
dinner at which he was the listener,
not the speaker. In a hundred other
considerate ways he made more

solid friendships than any other
TIME editor ever had among the
professional observers who told
him what was happening across the
face of a changing world.
In 1961 Mr. Luce named him his
assistant managing editor of the
magazine. Here instead of protecting his decisions behind the insulation of rank, he went back out into
reporter country. He put himself
immediately on the firing line with
an article he researched and wrote
called "The Crisis in the Courts."
The American Bar Association
spotted the article as both a propitious summation and a prophetic
warning and gave him its esteemed
Gavel Award at its next annual
meeting.
His first article for FORTUNE
served another purpose. It set the

pace for the type of magazine he
intended eventually to edit. When
he did earn the editorship of FORTUNE, one of his first cover stories
was as far from Economics 301 as
the quasars. Indeed, the enigmatic
quasars and their effect on the revolution in astronomy they inspired
was the subject of that memorable
cover story.
In other issues of FORTUNE beginning in the mid-sixties, he also
was among the first to discover and
analyze the simmering disenchantment of many of the nation's campuses, especially among the larger
ones where the individual is the
first to suffer. This interest in the
affairs of the young culminated in
his special issue of this year on
what he calls the "youth quake"
in America.

FORTUNE Editor
Addresses
Graduates

F. Monroe Alleman, who received an honorary doctorate; Milfer Walton, board
chairman; Bill Shelton; and Louis Banks (left to right)

Text of address given by Louis Layton
Banks, managing editor of FORTUNE,
at the graduation ceremonies of Rollins
College held at 10 a.m. Friday, May 30,
in Knowles Memorial Chapel.

"Every Man a Freshman"
In that faraway congestion of humanity called Manhattan Island, I
was lunching last week with a
group of my colleagues in the Time
and Life building. The subject
turned to commencement addresses, and we all shuddered to
think how often — man and boythrough the years — we had heard
that standard commencement message: "We, the older generation,
have made a mess of the world, and
it is up to you, the new generation,
to go forth and do better."
One of our number said brightly:
"I'd like to stand up and say, 'We've
done a damn good job in our day
— and take care to see that you
don't botch it!' " To which another
added: "Yes — at least don't botch
it before you graduate."
Without being facetious, one
could guess that the land will ring
with one or another of these commencement themes — by no means
so succinctly put — in the next
couple of weeks. In blocking out my
own territory, l"ll spare you the
final cliche, the one that says "the
truth lies somewhere in between."
Because it doesn't.
The truth of our day, on which we
will all rise or fall, is that we are —
all of us — walking off this lovely
campus into a totally new world.
Since you now know that I have an
editor's aversion to cliches, I'll
duck the word "revolutionary" (although, if we all botch it, it could
be that, in the real sense of guns,
tear gas, and barricades.) I'll settle
for the word "evolutionary," which
really is a far more exciting word.
It is also where we both come in.
We Americans have, since World
War II, probably built more constructively and more intelligently
than any generation in history. We
have fought for, and established in
the world the standards of law and
liberty and humanitarianism. I know
it seems like ancient history, but to
catch a glimpse of what I mean just
think for a minute what would be

considered "right" and "good" in
the world if any one of the doctrines
of Fascism, Naziism, Japanese Militarism or Stalinism had been
allowed to'move into the ascendancy. If the words law and liberty
and humanitarianism fall oddly on
the ear in view of the passions
about Vietnam, at least the dissidents have the privilege of
judging us by those yardsticks.
We have raised up our former
enemies and brought them into the
world, we have supported poor and
small nations, we have nourished
the arts, housed the poor, and spent
lavishly to provide that essence of
true democracy — an educational
system for the millions.
And the principal thrust of this
phenomenal period of growth and
development was the American
business system.
Ah, you say, we've come all this
way just to hear a Chamber of
Commerce speech about American
business. Not quite. There are
some surprises coming. But if we
are to understand what's happening
to us today, we've got to understand that important part of yesterday that rarely gets into the history
books.
The American business system
is, as my friend Norman Macrae
reported in some amazement in
THE LONDON ECONOMIST a
couple of weeks ago, "the most
productive use of resources ever
achieved by man." It is as different
in concept and execution from the
storied "capitalism" that the New
Left talks about as Apollo 10 is from
Tom Thumb.
It has never had any prophets or
minstrels to sing its achievements,
but if they looked and listened they
would find much poetry — and
much morality — in this great,
multinational collaborative effort,
whose major achievement in these
recent years has been to produce
rising standards of living everywhere in the non-Communist world.
Dan Boorstein of the University
of Chicago has noted in FORTUNE
that in the old days it was accepted
that a man or nation got rich by
taking something from another man
or nation. Those were the days of

"your gain is my loss." But in the
growth economy that now spreads
widely through the peoples and
nations of the world, there is no
profit in that. This is the day of the
consumer economy, of the rising
living standard — the day when
"your gain is very clearly my gain."
A not ignoble thought, that. And
with it we deliver into your hands a
trillion dollar economy. 0uite a
patrimony, and probably yours before you are out of Graduate
School.
But I spoke of evolution. And the
evolutionary aspect of this is a
blockbuster. We deliver as well a
nation that can feed, clothe and
house every last man, woman and
child — and can lead the world toward the same epochal achievement.
But you already know this — or
sense it. And better than we, you
and your contemporaries know that
this is not just icing on the cake. It's
an event like the splitting of the
atom, and the potential release of
human energy can be of the same
magnitude. If I read the mood of
the American campus correctly —
and we have spent thousands of
dollars in depth surveys trying to
read it correctly — the essence of
student unrest is a challenge to
contemporary values. As one
young man put it to a Fortune editor recently, "Now that we produce
enough to feed, clothe and shelter
America, should we not turn our
effort to improving the quality of
our lives? . . . Let's get on with it!"
It is your generation that correctly
perceives that we are holding the
moon in our hands in more ways
than one. It shocks us that you don't
take time to applaud us for giving
it to you. But it shouldn't. The first
sign of this great new release of
human energy is a seething impatience— in some cases a blind
rage — to set things right in terms
of the new view from here. If you
are all that we raised you to be and
want you to be, it's hard to think
that it could be much different.
I can well understand that in this
balmy and benign setting some of
my contemporaries might think I
am exaggerating the growing in-

Robert F. Stonerock, Jr., left, who
graduated with highest distinction,
talks with Dean of the Chapel, Ted
Darrah.

tensity of youthful feeling. In the
next isue of our magazine we will
report the findings of a new attitudinal survey, which follows by six
months the special survey conducted for our special issue on
American Youth last January. It
shows beyond much doubt that the
challenges to accepted values that
have kept the northern colleges in
turmoil this year, are rapidly
spreading beyond radical students
to the rest of American youth, including those not in college. And
they are spreading to a surprising
degree to the parents too. A more
heartening statistic is that the percentage of radicals is growing
hardly at all — only one or two percent, while some 90 percent of the
rest believe changes can be made
through orderly processes. But I
would guess that their hearts belong to the word "changes" and not
to "orderly processes."
We have in the making^ then, a
new America — and that's one
commencement speech cliche that
has finally found its time.. If we of
our generation did nothing it would
come in some form or another,
simply because these young men
and women — with their new, intoleranteyes — will inevitably
move into positions of power, and
run things their way. But there
never was a time when a collaboration — and a mutual understanding
— between youth and experience
were more essential. For this is a
world in which in truth, we are all
freshmen, and need to know all
there is to be learned.
We, on our side, have tended to
give the processes of production
an overriding priority in our lives.
We know — and celebrate — the
resulting achievement. But the
achievement in turn relaxes the
need for that priority, and — even
at the cost of some efficiency —
the priorities of social and human
values must inevitably move up the
scale. Under the priority of production we can cheer a General Motors
or a Ford or a Chrysler for putting
the world on wheels at a fabulously

low cost per automobile, while employing a fabulously well paid labor
force. Under the new priorities we
can ask that they worry, as well,
about air pollution, and traffic congestion and even about high speed
metropolitan transit systems that
will get some of the people off the
highways. And by such criteria as
these will they come to be judged.
Under the old priority we can applaud the competitiveness of the
Governor of Ohio for attracting a
record number of new industries —
and jobs — to the state where "profit is not a dirty word." Under the
new we must ask what price he has
paid in starving the schools and in
permitting a large share of the pollution that had made Lake Erie
an abomination for both fish and
people. Ditto new priorities on urban slums, ditto on migrant
workers, ditto on unemployment,
ditto on dirt-laden air and ugly
cities. My friend and colleague,
Andrew Heiskell, the co-chairman
of the Urban Coalition, has summed it up very well: "The responsible young people of this country
insist . . . that the system change
enough so that, when they work
within the system, they will be able
to bring their remarkable intelligence and ability to bear on the
problems of this society." We
should take that quite seriously.
There is, as well, much about us
that youth must take quite seriously. And by "us" I mean "us" in

depth. Ours is a great and unique
society, the product of generation
after generation of bloody struggle
to defend the proposition of liberty
under law. Its economic achievements, upon which I have perhaps
dwelt too long, are but one of many
means to the end of developing in
man the best of the powers that the
Creator has endowed him with.
And to this end a succession of gallant Americans have fought wars,
pioneered new lands, built public
schools and universities, embraced
immigrants, advanced the arts, revolutionized the growing of food,
and thrown themselves into great
reforms.
"I must study politics and war,"
John Adams said, "that my sons
may have liberty to study mathematics and philosophy. My sons
ought to study mathematics and
philosophy ... in order to give their
children a right to study painting,
poetry, music . . ." Our society, our
country, is an ongoing proposition
— a "Permanent Revolution," as
one of my distinguished predecessors once described it. It can absorb — indeed it must be nourished
by — many of the new values that
youth wants to thrust upon it. But
we will not stand by and see it
destroyed.
I congratulate you, ladies and
gentlemen, for being a part of us.
And far more ardently, and expectantly, I congratulate us for being
a part of you.

Mr. Hundley: Also of great interest to many
of our Alumni is the serious problem of
narcotics on campuses throughout the country, but with reference to Rollins in particular. How do you feel about the use of dope
by our young people? How and why do students get involved with dope? Are they contributing anything to society or themselves
through the use of narcotics?

Miss Turnbull: First I would like to stress the
adjective "new" in the fact of considering
whether the curriculum is working or not. I
think there are many problems that need to
be worked out in it and that is going to
require time. 1 think the theory is good and
we are moving toward a new step in education — a broadening step. Perhaps the major
disadvantage to the new curriculum is
choosing a major very early in your career
— usually at the end of your freshman year
or beginning of your sophomore year; however, you can change it and still fit in
courses that you need to have, but choosing this early is a problem.
Mr. van Handel: No, I don't think it is working. I think that the new curriculum was
intended as a very bold academic adventure
and I question whether the aims of the new
curriculum are realistic. Rollins has had
excellent faculty but I think the present
manifestation of the new curriculum demands too much for each individual faculty
member and I don't think it offers enough
to the student. The complete integration in
the foundation courses has never been fully
developed and the new curriculum cannot
be completely successful until this process
of integration is completed. I look forward
to the new curriculum becoming a very
dynamic academic offering of the college
in the future.
Miss Lipsner: The whole thing sounds good
in theory — but you have got to find a number of remarkable individuals that can teach
within its framework. The foundation courses
have potential, but their real potential lies
in the discussion classes, and the teachers
haven't been oriented to do much of anything but lecture or reteach material that
they have been taught. What is needed are
teachers who can stand back and allow
students to learn (from each other, books
and lectures) and not try to force the learning process. What the discussion sections
need are "guiders" not teachers.

Mr. Kest: Let me answer this question in
three parts. The first part, how do I feel
about the use of dope by our young people
can be summed up by the term "uninformed." I have worked with freshmen for
the last three years and I personally do not
feel that the freshmen are fully aware of the
harmful effects that drugs can have. The
second question, why and how the students
get involved with dope, I would have to
answer in two parts: the first is a challenge
by students in a certain clique to try drugs in
order to belong. Call it a dare if you like. The
second reason is probably a misunderstanding. Students have been led to believe
that drugs can "expand" their mind. Be this
true or false, the information has no factual
basis. And finally, if the students are contributing anything to society I think it is only
tension and unrest. If they personally feel
that drugs should be legalized they should
attempt to do so through rational and legal
processes.
Miss Turnbull: I, personally, have very
strong convictions about the use of narcotics or marijuana or things of this sort —
hard drugs. I consider them a danger to the
welfare of the individual and in a sense to
those about them and therefore it is upsetting to me to hear statistical reports on
how much wider use there is of narcotics.
I think, in a sense, it is a type of escape;
where there have always been escapes for
people, this seems to be the one of our age.
I don't know whether it will die down to a
certain extent or go on, but if there are
medical factors which have been brought up,
which could prove dope to be a detriment to
the health of the individual involved or future
of that individual, then I think it is a tragedy
that people would use it.
Miss Lipsner: In my opinion dope, like many
things, is an escape and there must be some
reason for this escape. I think that reason
lies with the individual users. Marijuana is
just one form of escape. It is not the marijuana that is the real problem, but the
insecurity that lies beneath it. Socially
speaking, it seems that the dope users,
marijuana smokers and the like, have a
society of their own, or are in several
societies. It then became a way of getting,
let's say "in" with people and being ac-

cepted because you have something in
common — and that's the use of marjuana.
It goes back again to need for acceptance,
or to do as "the crowd does" out of fear of
rejections, or for any number of\other reasons, but it is what is behind the whole thing
that is the problem.
Mr. van Handel: I don't think drug users are
contributing anything to society, but I will
leave open the question of whether or not
they are helping themselves. I am not qualified to judge that. I think that drugs have a
detrimental psychological effect upon people. And drug use is illegal.
Mr. Hundley: My thanks to each of you.
What are your plans for the future?
Miss Lipsner: I am a theatre arts major taking both aspects of theatre, acting and design. Later I hope to eventually become a
classical actress, then a director using my
view of the total concept of the theatre to
further communication.
Miss Turnbull: I am an English major and as
far as what I am going to do in the future,
I would like to either work for a magazine
or go on to graduate school with the possibility of going into education administration.
Mr. Kest: I am a pre-med major now. I
hope to graduate from Rollins and go on to
medical school and eventually obtain a
degree specializing in obstetrics and gynecology.
Mr. van Handel: I am a math and chemistry
major and plan to go on to graduate school
in psychology and go into elementary teaching with particular emphasis on the world
of psychology and education.
ED. NOTE: Because of space limitation in
this issue of the RECORD we were not
able to fully print this interview. We plan
to print the other questions and answers in
a future issue. Some of the topics that will
be covered at that time are: Visitation, Campus Needs, Student Government, What's
right with Rollins and Alumni support. We
hope you have enjoyed reading the students'
viewpoints and will look forward to reading
more at a later date.

snakes,
things!
by FLEET PEEPLES '27.

A short time ago eight Rollins students and I took one of our eventful canoe trips, and I would like to
tell you Rollins Alums about some
of the happenings and you can
compare it with the ones you used
to take with me in the so-called
"Good Old Days."
This trip was quite similar to
those we have had'with the students over the past fifteen years.
Prior to that time, we used to go on
weekend trips down the Wekiwa
River to Shell Island. These began
in 1925 as a Rollins-sponsored project. These were overnight trips via
canoe, a tradition carried on for
eighteen years. The boys and girls
alternated on weekends. Unfortunately the Wekiwa River eventually became closed to water travel
because of the water hyacinths, and
the trips were discontinued. However, we discovered the Little and
Big Econlockhatchee Rivers, which
were free of weeds and grass, and
almost as beautiful as the Wekiwa.
To return to this last trip, eight
of us met at the Rollins boathouse
at 9:30 a.m. and drove to the Oviedo bridge with four canoes, put in
there and took out at the Chuluota
bridge, ten miles downstream
about two hours later.
Interestingly enough, two of the
boys on this trip have fathers who
are Rollins Alumni. . . Bill Walden,
whose father was in the Class of
1931 and Chris Yard, whose father,
Dixon Yard, was in the Class of
1947.
We traveled about two miles before spotting the first of two snakes
caught on the trip. I stalked this
brown water snake (harmless) for
about five minutes only to have
him slip off a log into the water,
filled with tree limbs and debris.
I slipped into the water, and realizing he would submerge if I approached any closer, I signaled
Mike Fort to sneak up with his
canoe to the other side to help
make the capture. Mike had never
caught a snake in his life and naturally was nervous. I said, "Mike,
we really want that beautiful specimen of the brown or common
water snake," so he cooperated. I
did, however, tell him that he

would be bitten several times on
the hand when he caught the
snake, but to hang on until I could
get hold of him. He was bitten at
least six times and his hand was
bleeding, but I assured him that no
poison would be injected, and, of
course, he suffered no ill effects.
All the students gave him credit
for great nerve . . . catching a snake
for the first time, knowing that it
would bite him! Note: All nonpoisonous snakes will bite when
caught with a grab, but if caught
gently and given a chance to crawl
from hand to hand, will never bite,
and strange to note, after they have
made the initial bite, usually
through nervousness or fear, they
never bite again.
The three species of snakes
found in our local lakes are the
green water snake, most commonly
mistaken for the water moccasin or
cottonmouth snake, the brown
water snake and the banded water
snake. The one American snake
that will never bite, even under the
most severe provocation, is the
spreading adder, also known as the
hog-nose snake (Hetrodon). Incidentally, during my 46 years of
association with the Rollins waterfront, I have yet to see a poisonous
snake in or near Lakes Virginia,
Osceola, or Maitland . . . plenty of
'gators and thousands of the three
kinds of water snakes, but never a
cottonmouth moccasin.
After catching the second snake,
we continued, after lunch, on our
canoe trip, making another stop at
"Dead Man's Gulch" where several
hunters and Indians are supposed
to have gone down in a quick-sand
pond while trying to cross.
After hiking and crawling
through the jungle for about an
hour, we continued on toward our
termination point, the Chuluota
bridge. My canoe partner and I let
the others go on ahead while we
browsed along more slowly. I always bring along a small motor to
be used in case someone gets into
trouble and we have to return to
civilization more quickly than
planned. Also, at 70, I know better
than to try to keep up with this
modern type of athletic men and

women of Rollins on a long trip,
via canoe!
Two of the trippers elected to
take it easy for a while and
dropped back. The rest of us arrived at the bridge at 4:00 p.m.,
with the usual plan of arriving at
the college in time for the evening
meal between 5:00 and 6:30. Thirty
minutes after we had taken the
canoes out of the water, the two
were still not in sight. My partner
and I put the motor on the stern
of our "square sterner" and hightailed it back upstream and located
the two missing students. They had
been chasing an animal through
the jungle and had caught it and
enthusiastically said, "Fleet, we
have something for you." Lifting a
blanket, some wild flowers and
plants, I found snuggled in the bow
of the canoe, with his long snout
trying to find a way out, a half
grown armadillo, very much resembling a miniature pre-historic monster.
Dr. Holt, during his 25 years as
president of the College, made
several canoe trips to Shell Island.
Sometimes he would bring along a
visiting dignitary or just make himself at home with one of the regular
groups. On one occasion, he was
with us when we caught a six-foot
diamond back rattlesnake. We
were about one quarter of a mile
from the river, into the pine flats
when we discovered him.
We had nothing to catch him
with, so while I cut a forked stick,
Dr. Holt and the students formed
a circle around the snake . . . and
I mean a pretty wide circle! This
particular specie of rattler will remain within the center of a circle
as long as the people forming the
circle will continue some type of
movement. I returned with two
forked sticks, the larger fork for
pinning the body of the snake to
the ground, while the smaller fork
is worked into a position just back
of the head. We succeeded in capturing the snake and brought him
back to the campus. We kept the
snake for about a year, then Dr.
Holt suggested we put on a demonstration for the students, showing
how a snake is caught, milked,

killed, skinned and the meat prepared for cooking. That evening we
had rattlesnake steak for the evening meal. The meat was cut in
small pieces and cooked similar to
scallops, and about 75 of the students had their first experience of
eating snake.
I have enjoyed, during all these
years, having former students return to the campus and reminisce
with me over the good times they
used to have, when I was the
"House Pappa" in old Chase Hall
from 1922 to 1936, when I married
Dot Nichols of South Norwalk,
Connecticut, and when I started
keeping house.
Hundreds recall the trips to Shell
Island, the search for 'gators and
snakes, getting lost in the jungles,
and discovering moonshine stills
located at the source of each of the
tributaries of the river. The operators of the stills were generally unaware of our presence, however,
we were friendly enough with the
few who did realize we were there.
Of course, we were quick to assure
them that "we had seen nothing."
In conclusion, I would like to
quote this little poem that I am sure
many of you have heard me recite:
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"Women and Swimmin"
You can teach your mathematics
and homely Homeopathics,
You can lecture on the sex life of the bee,
You can give involved discussions
on the Persians and the Prussians,
Or can teach the tiny tots their ABC's.
You can teach about the Grecians
and the Romans and Phoenicians,
And other psychological subjects grim,
But to me, I speak in candor,
There is nothing that seems grander,
Than to teach a comely maiden
how to swim!
You can teach the tongues of Asia
or the causes of aphasia,
And other psychopathic subjects grim,
But to me, there's nothing cuter
than to be a swimming tutor,
And to teach the Freshy Flapper
how to swim.
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GAY 90's
The Gay 90's and Pioneers have contributed to Book-AYear Memorials for Mrs. Esther B. Ferguson, former Rollins' Dean of Women, and for Mrs, Maud Neff Whitman,
A '96.

1906
WILLIAM F. RONALD reports he still operates
Ranch," an orange grove near Port Orange, Fla.

1914
MARY CORRE Foster (Mrs. Frank) enjoyed renewing acquaintance with former Rollins friends while spending
several days in Winter Park in February. Mary and her
husband, a former professor in the University of Maine,
were en route to Puerto Rico, where they had taught at
the American University. MARY was for 39 years a supervisor in the Guidance Program of the Public Schools of
Cincinnati. Since retirement, she and her husband are
much engaged in community activities. They spend their
summers in Pinckney, Mich., and Friendship, Maine.

1917
Tribute was paid DR. ALFRED J. HANNA by a group of
Pioneers and other Alumni at the Pioneer Luncheon of the
1969 Alumni Reunion. A Book-A-Year Membership was
presented Dr. Hanna in recognition of his long devotion
and service to the College.
DR. HANNA has donated for a Book-A-Year Memorial in
memory of ROBERT GREENE, A'17.

1918
Classmates extend sincere sympathy to SARA EVANS
MURIEL and Geraldine Muriel Tittle (Mrs. Eugene) '21
on the death of their sister Beatrice Muriel Wood, on April
29, in Jacksonville, Florida.
EILEEN JAMES, Orlando, Fla. and IDABEL EDWARDS
Thompson (Mrs. Donald C), Santa Cruz, California, send
greetings to all Rollins friends and express regret that they
were unable to attend this year's Reunion.
Three Pioneers from Jacksonville, Florida, who attended
this year's Reunion, were SARA YANCEY BELKNAP, MARION PHILLIPS HOLDEN (Mrs. Wm.) '21, and Lt. Col. MAURICE A. WHELDON USA (Rtd.) '24.

MARGARET SHAW Belsky writes that she and her husband
live quietly in Flushing, N.Y., and often journey to Connecticut to visit their daughter and two grandchildren.
MARGARET recently took part in a musical program for the
DAR which included some of her own compositions.
ASCHABEL HOLIDAY Snow sent her very best wishes to all
who attended the Reunion. She has five lovely grandchildren
and her first great grandson, three months old.
BESSIE BROWN Pattison informed us that she has seven
grandchildren. Her son is a Presbyterian minister. Her
daughter lives in Taos, New Mex., where she teaches home
economics in the high school.
FLORENCE SHERMAN Ray and her husband, The Rev. Jesse
F. Ray, are living in Avon Park, Fla. She says her life is
rich and full, and she is very busy assisting her husband
in his interim pastorship. Florence's brother, CHARLES '16,
is retired now and is moving to Venice, Fla., from Yakima,
Washington.
MARJORIE TALLMAN Hutchinson sends greetings from
New Bedford, Mass., and her regrets that she was unable
to attend the Reunion.
GEORGIA FROST Newcomer of Phoenix, Ariz., sent word
that Rollins and Winter Park are always very dear to her.
When she visited the campus in 1958 she saw old friends
and went away saying "the college campus is really one
of the loveliest I know." She is active in the church, in
music, and community affairs.
VIRGA WEST Jones came down from Milan, Ohio. She
retired from teaching and is now librarian in a large vocational school where she finds her work pleasant and stimulating. Her brother, STANLEY '20, and wife drove up
from Punta Gorda on Sunday to attend the Pioneer Luncheon and visit with old friends. STANLEY is retired and
enjoys living in Florida.
MARION PIERSON Reynolds and BERYL BOWMAN came
from Orlando to attend the Reunion dinner and dance at
the Maitland Civic Center and from all reports they had
a wonderful time.
LEONARD L. FLETCHER of Orlando could not attend the
Reunion. He, however, sends his regards to all and gave
to the class his scrapbook containing autographs, pictures,
and valuable memorabilia, requesting that it be placed in
the Rollins' Archives. It was presented to President McKean
at the Pioneers Luncheon and was received with much
appreciation.
WINIFRED "TINY" HANCHETT Flood sends her regrets
that she could not attend the Reunion because of a previous commitment to give her annual lecture series in
Atlanta. She also gave her photograph album, scrapbook
and Tomokan to the Rollins' Archives, with presentation
at the luncheon.
I might add that if any of you have photographs, memorabilia or other interesting material, kindly send them so
that they may be preserved and made available to enrich
the record of by-gone days at the College.
GERTRUDE HALL Royal was unable to attend the Reunion
because of her mother's illness. She was most ingenious,
however, in preparing spikes from the "Dinky Line" which
were auctioned off at the Pioneer Luncheon to the highest
bidders. A vote of thanks goes to you, PEG, for your
continued loyalty to the Class and to our Alma Mater.

1922
EVELYN G. HAYNES is the founder of a remarkable
"Friendship Exchange" among residents of a large apartment complex where she lives in Columbia, Md. EVELYN
has set up a telephone answering service in her home for
emergency aid as well as members just responding through
the Exchange to other members' everyday needs. Services
volunteered include legal help, tutoring, transportation for
shopping, baby sitting, animal care, shut-in visitation, and
sharing experiences such as widowhood or divorce. It is a
non-profit cooperative association by residents who have
volunteered four hours per month to "human concerns" of
their neighbors.

1924
Mrs. Harold F. Brandt (BLANCHE WHITNEY) was disappointed not to be able to attend the Reunion as planned,
however she had the pleasure of having her daughter home
from overseas, where she has worked for the Embassy in
Damascus and in Rawalpindi, Pakistan, serving under Ambassador Ohlert.
Mrs. Sherman Moore (HELEN HANNA) has contribued toward a Book-A-Year-Memorial in memory of Dr. Kathryn
Hanna.

1926
BERYL G. BOWMAN is enjoying retirement from teaching.
She taught in the Winter Park area for many years.

1919

1928

Letters received from members of the class give ample
proof that we as Rollins Alumni are making contributions
in many fields that bring recognition to our college.
DR. BENJAMIN CHANDLER SHAW writes that he is semiretired and is still doing some teaching. He has recently
been designated "Distinguished Professor of History" at
Bethany College, Bethany, West Virginia. He sends best
wishes to all and regretted it was impossible for him to
attend the Reunion because of his wife's illness.

Sympathy is extended GLADYS WILKINSON Yablonky (Mrs.
Benjamin) on the death of her son, Arthur, February 6,
1969.
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1929
MRS. HARRY TRACY (LOIS BARTLETT) is now head of the
Art Dept. at Edison Junior College, Ft. Myers. Her husband,
HARRY '31, is retired and spends his time gardening. Last

summer they toured Europe "and had a wonderful time just
wandering." They would like to be visited by any Alums in
the area.
DR. MABEL WOOD Mousselet has retired from the medical
profession and is enjoying oil painting.

1930
MR. and MRS. ASA JENNINGS visited his brother, BILL 79,
Winter Park dentist, this spring. ASA has an international
law practice with offices in New York.
Mrs. Frost Roehsler (HARRIET PIPKORN), Chief Medical
Record Librarian at Crozer Chester Medical Center in Pennsylvania, attended the International Congress on Medical
Records held in Stockholm. Her three week visit also included trips to Sweden and Denmark.
Mrs. James H. Mclntosh (HELEN MASSEY) has contributed
toward a Book-A-Year Memorial for GUY COLADO '25.

1931
Mrs. Frederick A. Lewter (DOROTHY HARTRIDGE) has been
named National Collegiate Development Director of Phi Mu
Fraternity. In her community she has served as President of
the Engineers Wives Club, American Red Cross Volunteer
Worker, City Panhellenic Adviser, Inter-Sorority Conference
Adviser, and Sorority Adviser at the University of South
Alabama.
FRANK PERRY WALKER has accepted a position as Associate Professor of International Commerce with the
Thunderbird Graduate School for Foreign Management at
Phoenix, Arizona.

1932
MANLY DUCKWORTH, music critic for the Orlando Sentinel,
gave a duo recital at Rollins, April 15, with cellist Bernard
Parronchi and a string ensemble from the Florida Symphony
Orchestra. More recently he has made a judging tour for the
American Guild of Piano Teachers which took him to Huntsvilie, Ala., and Atlanta.

1933
Sympathy is extended MARGARET CUMMINGS Lewis in the
death of her husband, Frank, on January 10, 1969.
MR. and MRS. T. WILLIAM MILLER (ELINOR J. ESTES) have
returned to Central Florida to make their home in Winter
Park. Bill was formerly president of Faultless Rubber Co. of
Ashland, Ohio. He has purchased Fuller Lumber Company in
Winter Park. Their Ashland home, "Countryside," has been
presented by them as a gift to Ashland College, to be used
as the home of the president of the college.
Mrs. F. Pierson Lewis (HOLLY EDWARDS) is Political Action
Chairman for the Republican Party in her area. Her daughter,
Martha, was recently presented at the George Washington
Debutante ball in Lafayette, La.

1935
Sympathy is extended MRS. HAROLD MUTISPAUGH (WANITA
DEAN) in the death of her husband, Harold, February 22,
1969.

1936
DR. and MRS. JAMES L. TULLIS (MARJORIE WHITE '37)
have a daughter, Gay, attending Rollins. The Tullis' have
toured all over the world where JIM has lectured on his
medical discoveries in various countries.
MARRIAGES
GEORGE WILLIAM HINES and Billie Louise White, March

26, 1969.

1937
Those who remember Harve Clemens are invited to participate
in plans for a memorial for him. Any suggestions for this
plan would be welcomed by the organizing committee. Donations should be sent to Mrs. Thomas Kugel (MARY JANE
MEEKER), 8401 Peck Place, Bethesda, Md., 20034. Others
of the committee are Jack Carter, Mrs. Manly C. Duckworth
(LOUISE HOWES '30), and Mrs. Vaughan F. Martin (ALVERA
BARBOR '29). MARY JANE would like to hear from any music
school alumni, interested in the memorial or not.
Mrs. William Holmes (SALLY HAMMOND) is in her 12th year
as a general assignment reporter for the NEW YORK POST.
Her husband has joined the Editorial Staff of NEWSWEEK
MAGAZINE.

1939
JACK CLARK, who attended Reunion from Bridgeport, Connecticut, made a gift of over $1,000.00 to the Alumni Fund
in honor of his class's 30th anniversary.
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Long (BETTY CLARK) think she must
be the oldest living pilot around. She is learning to fly in
order to be able to co-pilot for her husband. They have a
house in the Bahamas and fly back and forth from Kansas.
The Long's oldest son is getting his Ph.D. at U.C.L.A.; John,
the second son is working on his master's degree in neurophysiology, and the youngest and only daughter, Catherine,
is a junior in college.
GEORGE F. CALL is extended sympathy on the death of his
mother, Mrs. Ernest Call.

"MARNEE" NORRIS is on a sabbatical to fin;sh up her
Ph.D. at the University of Maryland.
Mrs. John F. Budd (ELAINE ROUNDS) who is Health and
Beauty Editor of Co-Ed Magazine, made a recent business
trip to Paris and stopped off in London for a quick visit with
PENNY DRINKWATER Self '50.
ROBERT WARREN MILLER did some extensive traveling during the past year. He toured Europe with stops in London,
Amsterdam, Berlin, The Rhineland, Swiss Alps, and Paris.
While in Berlin he spent one day "behind the wall" visiting
an East German Church congregation.
BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick F. Dannemiller (JOANNE M. DILLEY), a son, Noel Francis, December 25, 1968.

1940
Mrs. Richard Fullerton (CAROLINE SANDLIN) has a most
versatile and talented son. Richard was winner of a national
creative writing contest and awarded a full scholarship with
a Hollywood repertory theatre. In addition to writing poetry,
plays and song lyrics, he is an actor and theatrical director.
He has majored in theatre with a specialty in playwriting at
the University of California at Los Angeles. CAROLINE is
Speech Consultant for the Wake Forest University Theatre.

1941
LUVERNE V. PHILLIPS (Mrs. Mason W. Hinson) conducts a
soldiers choir at one of the post chapels at Fort Gordon, Ga.,
and also a soldiers singing group composed of "44 wonderful GIs who dearly love to perform." LUVERNE's husband,
Mason, has retired after 26 years in the Army. Their daughter, Cheryl, graduated from Florida Southern College in May.
MRS. OLIVER E. DAUGHERTY (JUNE MUTISPAUGH) is Director of Education Planning for the State Department of Education (Fla.). She and OLIVER '39 have a daughter at Florida
State University and their older daughter is now teaching.

1952

1942
MR. and MRS. JOHN C. MYERS (JUNE REINHOLD '41) contributed toward a Book-A-Year Memorial for WILLIAM
SCHEU '39.

1944
MR. and MRS. PETER BOULTON (JANE L. BALCH '43) have
sold their Berkley home now that their children are married,
and have moved to an apartment overlooking a beautiful
lake. "With this simplification we hope to travel more and
will soon take off for the Orient," writes Jane.
Mrs. F. T. Seitz (EVELYN G. LONG) will have a 20th anniversary in September of teaching at Park Ridge High School
in Hillsdale, N.J.
LUCILLE DAVID, assistant professor in the School of Music
at George Peabody College for Teachers, has been promoted
to associate professor, effective September '69. She is a
teacher of voice and is well-known for her public performances as a singer. This past year she has been on leave
for voice study in Rutgers, N.J. She holds the M.A. degree
from Teachers College, Columbia University, and also studied in Germany on a Fulbright Scholarship.

When spring arrives, Mr. and Mrs. Asa Wilcox (MARY JANE
PHILLIPS) head for the green mountains of Vermont where
they have a rustic cabin and a magnificent view.
Mrs. Theodore Johnson, Jr,
(CAROLE C. AUSTEN) is teach
ing expressive arts, is a con
sultant in aesthetics for Sterl
ing Institute of Boston,
teaches art to a group of motor
disorganized children in public
schools. In her spare time (!)
she is also preparing for a onewoman show at Nantucket Island this summer.
CYRUS S. LIBERMAN, director of development and public
relations of Philadelphia's Albert Einstein Medical Center,
has been named assistant executive vice president of the
CYRUS S. LIBERMAN
Center.

1946

1949

Mrs. Harry D. Strouse (ELIZABETH SEMMES) visited the
campus in March, her first visit since 1946.
Mrs. Joseph W. Brown (BARBARA FOX) is working on her
Master's degree at Miami University (Ohio) and teaches high
school English and speech.
Mrs. Forrest E. Myers (CYNTHIA HOGAN) has returned to
nursing after a long absence. Her husband is assistant director of agricultural extension for the state of Florida.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Valentine, Jr. (MARY HEATH) were
among the proud parents at the Rollins commencement when
their son, Fred, received his degree.
DR. and MRS. LINDSEY deGUEHERY were honored with a
reception and a family party on the occasion of their 25th
wedding anniversary. Their children Lindsey and Tom, students at the University of South Florida, and Julie, who attends Winter Park High, planned the celebrations. LINDSEY
is a chiropractor and MARIAN (MAT '66) teaches in a Winter
Park area elementary school.

MRS. GERALD R. MURPHY (MARY LOUIS ROTHERMEL) was
guest artist for the 12th year at the Houston Junior League
Musicale. MARY LOUIS sang for an enthusiasic fan club that
included husband, GERALD '50, son Ross, 15, and Christina, 12. Completing the family are Kenneth, 7, and Karen, 4.

1950
MR. and MRS. ROBERT W. BOYLE would like to hear from
any Alums in the Houston area. BOB is director of new
products for the newly organized Coca-Cola Co. Foods Division. He recently finished the Famous Photographers course
and NORMA (DEPPERMAN '48) is active in Houston Racquet
Club circles.
HERMAN L. BRUMLEY is athletic director and head football
coach at St. Augustine High School (Fla.).
Lt. Col. JOHN HENDERSON ("JACK") was recently awarded
the Legion of Merit in Vietnam and since been assigned to
the Office of the Joint Chiefs of Staff in Washington.

1947

1953
MARGARET BOGNER Hagaman's husband, Harry, is safely
back from Vietnam and is the new Executive Officer of a
Marine Air Group at Beaufort, S.C.
Mrs. Walter H. Sundberg (NATALIE MERRITT) teaches in a
special program for the educationally handicapped in a
California high school. She is also a Work Co-ordinator, in
connection with her teaching, for the state's department of
rehabilitation. Her husband, Walter, is studying dental lab
technology at City College of San Francisco. Their family
includes sons, Rob and Bruce (7 & 5).

1954
FAITH EMENY CONGER attended Reunion all the way from
Hawaii and was given an award for being the most distant
Alum to return. In addition, Faith won the ticket drawing
for a free trip to Reunion, much to the shock of the Alumni
Board budget committee! But she is making arrangements
to return the cost of her trip award to the Alumni Association in the form of a gift.

1955
STEWART M. LEDBETTER has
been named vice president in
First National City Bank's Investment Management Group.
Stewart joined the New York
City bank in 1961. His new
position is that of unit head
in the group's personal investment division. He lives in
Greenwich, Conn, with his
wife, Sheila, and their two
sons.
Mrs. Donald M. Cook (MYRA
BROWN) is living in Germany
where Maj. Cook will be stationed
until 1971. MYRA is
STEWART M. LEDBETTER
author of a book to be published in June, "Chalkdust,"
and co-author of another, "Educating for Excellence,"
slated for fall publication.

Major DAVID F. FRAZIER has
been awarded the Air Medal
for outstanding airmanship
and courage on successful and
important missions over South
Vietnam. He is assigned to a
unit of the Pacific Air Forces
at Nha Trang.
Mrs. Albert Bien (ANN REINER) has joined the Autonetics
Division of North American
Rockwell Corp. as a Quality Assurance Analyst.

DAVID F. FRAZIER

1948
Mrs. William Attee (JOYCE V. JUNGCLAS) had a recent oneman art show with watercolors and lithographs at the Town
Club, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Mrs. Shepard Aronson (MURIEL FOX) was featured in a
series in the NEW YORK POST on working women written by
SALLY HAMMOND Honan '37, reporter and cultural specialist for the POST. MURIEL is vice president of a public
relations firm.
Mrs. Leonard C. Carter, Jr. (ANN EDWARDS) anticipates her
daughter, Katharine, a sophomore, transferring to Rollins.
ROBERT FERGUSON received his Ph.D. in Educational Administration in 1968. He is now high school Director of
"Directed Independent Study" for 300 college bound students.

FRANK H. BARKER has been
named national sales manager
of Johnson and Johnson's
Baby and Proprietary Division.
FRANK is married to the former DARYLLOU STAMM '53.
Mrs. Norman D. Ronemus
("SALLY" NEWTON) would
like to hear from any Alums
in the Fresno, Calif., area.
Her husband is with Colloidal
Products Corp.
RICHARD B. PREU has moved
to Naples, Fla., and has
established his own business,
FRANK H. BARKER
a franchise marketing company.
JOHN REARDON, leading baritone for the Metropolitan
Opera, returned to the Rollins' campus March 23 for a
benefit recital for the scholarship fund of Pi Kappa Lambda.
He has sung with the leading opera companies and orchestras of Europe and America and has appeared in frequent
TV specials such as the NBC Opera and The Telephone Hour.
He made his debut at the Metropolitan in 1966.
BIRTHS
MR. and MRS. RALPH L. PERNICE (REBECCA STRICKLAND
'54), a son Jason Lawrence, August 30, 1968.

JOHN HENDERSON

1951
Mrs. Eric Westphal (PATRICIA BURGOON) has been using
her theatre training lately, making educational films at
Patterson Studios in Winter Haven, Fla.
Mrs. George Terris (VALERIE STACY) has opened an antique
shop in Milwaukee called "The Blue Whale."
Mrs. Thomas Blackburn (KATHIE KELLER) has been serving
as a volunteer probation officer and has found it to be quite
an experience. She says she is having to play her best at
golf to keep ahead of her fifteen-year-old son, David. Other
children of the family are Jeffery, 13, and Belinda, 11.

1956
TONY ANTOVILLE has moved to Palos Verdes, Calif., where
he is associated with Shearson, Hammill & Co., investment
brokers.
Mr. and Mrs. George Schmidt (JANE E. KILBOURNE) live
at Knoxville, Tenn., in an ancient eighteen-room house with
their five children, six dogs, two birds, and a bunch of
tropical fish! George works for T.V.A. and JANE says she is
doing some writing of children's fiction and a lot of housework.
BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Richard M. Nardi (GERALDINE KNAPP), a
daughter, Maria Helene, April 10, 1969.
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1957
MARY ANN "WINKIE" COLADO is extended sympathy in the
death ot her father, "GUY" COLADO '25.
WEBSTER U. WALKER established a Book-A-Year Memorial
for Mrs. Ellis Burke, former Resident Head at Rollins and
"Housemother" for Delta Chi. He also established a Memorial for his father, WEBSTER U. WALKER, SR.

Help!
Rollins' Admissions Office is looking for a
young man to represent the college in the
Northeast. The job entails traveling from
Maine to Washington, D.C. during the school
year, contacting prospective students and
guidance directors in public and private
schools. He should preferably be single with
a home base in the New York-Connecticut
area.
For further information, contact Richard
N. Stabell, Director of Admissions, Rollins
College. Telephone: 305-646-2161.

1958
Mrs. Richard Haldeman (JANICE HAMILTON) is enjoying her
second year as Instructor of Biology at Erskine College,
S.C.
MR. and MRS. JACQUES MITCHELL III (CHARLENE HAUPT)
have moved into their new (1740) property, "Hidden Meadow," near Mt. Kisco, N. Y. JACK is in the real estate sales
and development business.
BARBARA J. MclNTIRE won an all Rollins final in the NorthSouth Women's Amateur spring golf tournament in Pinehurst, N.C., defeating JANE BLALOCK '67, 4 and 3. Mrs.
Scott Probasco, Jr. (BETTY ROWLAND '51) reached the
quarterfinals of the tourney.

1959
BIRTHS
Dr. and Mrs. G. Lamar Harmon (JEAN), a son, Mark Lamar,
December 19, 1968.

1960
"CELIE" SMITH Urland's husband, Robert, is attending
Notre Dame for a law degree. Their family consists of Beth,
Tashia, and a new son, Bobby.
Mrs. Walter H. Kehm (CAROL
SITTON) is president of the
Toronto Gamma Phi Alumnae
association. She reports her
family is busily renovating
their 65-year-old townhouse.
TAGG N. BOWMAN has been
promoted to Export Advertising
Manager for R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Company, WinstonSalem, N.C. Tagg will coordinate the advertising of
Reynold's cigarette brands in
overseas markets.
WARREN F. WALLACE has
donated a full Book A-Year
Memorial for Dr. Kathryn
TAGG N. BOWMAN
Abby Hanna.

1961
"DICK" ROBBINS practices law in Clearwater, Fla. He is
married to the former Gail Saltsman and they have a
daughter, Roxanne, age 2.
Mrs. William S. Railton (NANCY ANN NYSTROM) reports she
is busy being a wife and mother. Husband "Bill" is a junior
partner of a Washington, D.C, law firm. They have one son,
William Scott III, age 2.
JAMES PAGE received the M.A.T. degree in 1968 and now is
an instructor of English at Lake-Sumter Junior College in
Leesburg.
NICHOLAS LONGO has been appointed an Institutional Account Manager of Nuveen Corp., brokerage and investment
advisory firm, New York City.
Since receiving his B.S. degree from the University of Hartford, JOHN SPAETH III is back with Aetna Life and Casualty
as a Claims Representative in the Hartford office.
A. COPE GARRETT has been with New College in Sarasota,
Fla., for almost 6 years. He is Associate Director of Admissions.
Friends of HALLIE HAUBENSTEL Smith (Mrs. Franklin) extend sympathy in the death of her father, Robert Haubenstel,
Winter Park.
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DYER S. MOSS has been appointed director ot admissions
at Florida Presbyterian College. He will assume his new
duties July 1. DYER is currently associate director of admis- .
sions at Vanderbilt University.
CHARLES J. BENT teaches English at a vocational high
school at Boston. He finds his students sometimes exhausting, but always exciting.
JAY BANKER has been promoted to Branch Manager of
White Motor Corp. in Albany, N. Y. He and JUDY (JONES
'63) have a lovely new home and enjoy Albany, except those
snowy winters!
Mrs. Franklin M. White (SUSAN SANDERS) has given up
teaching for a full-time job as homemaker and mother. Her
husband is a guidance counselor at Miami Senior High
School. They have two boys, Kirk, age two, and Peter will
soon be a year old.
Dr. JOHN HARKNESS who teaches medical physiology implores: "WADE, ROGER, WALT, JERRY, LEE, CHARLIE, DAN,
COPE, DICK, JACK, TED, and the others - where are you?"
Dr. John Harkness
c/o Veterinary Faculty
Ahmadu Bello University
Zaria Nigeria
Capt. LOUIS VOELKEL has been awarded a Bronze Star and
Gallantry Cross with a gold star, while serving in Viet Nam.
He had expected to be back in the states in May and will
be at Ft. Knox, Ky., attending the U.S. Army Armor School
for the Officer's Career Course.
JOHANNA BILBO Stanton (Mrs. Richard) has been promoted
to associate editor of JACK & JILL Magazine. Her husband
has also moved up the promotion ladder as an engineer at
RCA.
MARTHA FAIRCHILD Shepler (Mrs. Joseph R.) is "retired"
from teaching at Illinois State University now that Robert
Alexander, born May 12, 1968, is a member of the family.
Her husband, an instructor of art at Illinois State, is exhibiting his paintings and drawings in regional and national
shows and has won any number of awards. MARTHA was
written about in the September, 1968, issue of "La Revue
Moderne," des arts et la vie (a French Magazine).
JUDITH M. HILL lives in San Francisco and works for the
Wells Fargo Bank. She writes of a memorable trip to Mexico
last summer and had planned to return there in May.
"MIKE" SNITE is an airline pilot for Commuter Airlines,
based in Detroit.
JERRY C. FREEMAN, M.D., is in his first year of a fouryear residency in ear, nose, and throat specialty. He is
presently at St. John's Mercy Hospital in St. Louis, but
will be going to the University of Nebraska Medical Center
in July for the final three years.
Mrs. George A. Mullin ("MIMI" THOMAS) is Director of a
nursery school in Middletown, Ohio. Her husband is a project engineer with Dayton Power & Light Company. They are
parents of two boys and a girl.
MR. and MRS. RALPH UNDERHILL, JR. ("PENNY" FLACK
'62) make their home in Montclair, N.J. RALPH is a data
processing consultant for EDP Resources, Inc.
LEO HANSBERRY, JR. has built an art studio in South
Carolina and exhibits in Charleston, as well as teaching art
at Summerville's (S.C.) high school.
ROSALIE HALLBAUER received her MBA degree from the
University of Chicago and has been accepted in the Doctoral Program in Economics at the University of Florida.
Mrs. Blythe Gabriel (JUDITH ANN WOLEBEN) is chief technologist at Decatur (Ga.) Medical Laboratory. Her two boys
are Harry and Fred, ages four and one. JUDY was Alpha Phi
State Alumnae Chapter's 1967-68 president.
MR. and MRS. ROBERT FLEMING (SANDRA McENTAFFER)
have moved to Charlotte, N.C, where BOB is in the Public
Relations Dept. of Southern Bell Telephone Co.
MARRIAGES
JOAN KATHLEEN O'BRIEN and EDWARD ROBINSON WILLIAMS '62, November, 1968.
JULIA ANNA SMITH and Charles E. Joyce, December 27,
1968.
BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Richardson (MARILYN KOEPKE), a son,
John David November 22, 1968.
MR. and Mrs. JERRY M. BEETS, a daughter, Leigh Ann,
September 3, 1968.
Mr. and Mrs. Tevy Schlafman (LINDA B. WOLOWITZ), a
daughter, Paula, September 26, 1968.
MR. and MRS. JOHN W. SPAETH III, a daughter, Christian
Stuart, October 3, 1968.
MR. and MRS. C. BRUCE AUFHAMMER (BARBARA WOLCOTT '63), a daughter, lnga Kirsten, February 3, 1969.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Towe (LOUISE WOLFE), a son, William
Patrick, March 17, 1969.

1962
"JACK" SUTLIFF is now Captain SUTLIFF and has been
assigned to Warner Robbins AFB, Ga.
ANN PUDDINGTON Wechsler and her husband, Jim, are
living in Edinburgh, Scotland. Jim, who received his Ph.D.
from Yale last June, is on a two-year fellowship for post
doctoral research at the University of Edinburgh.
Dr. TED BRADLEY is on the staff of George Mason College,
Fairfax, Va.
KATHLEEN R. JOHNSON is on the faculty of Orlando Junior
College as assistant professor in the Dept. of Business Administration.

BIRTHS
CAPT. and MRS. JOHN H. SUTLIFF, a daughter, Cheryl,
December 25, 1968.
MR. and MRS. RICHARD COLE, a son, David Alan, February

7, 1969.

1963
Former Rollins golfer, MICKEY VAN GERBIG, JR., finished
third in the Dixie Amateur championship in Miami this
spring, trailing U.S. Amateur champ Bruce Fleisher by five
strokes.
BURT A. JORDAN received his Ph.D. in English at the University of South Carolina in May. He and his wife, Ann, will
be moving to Baltimore where Ann will attend Peabody
College for graduate study in voice.
BIRTHS
MR. and MRS. ROBERT CARLSON, a daughter, Cheryl Denice, February 13, 1969.

1964
ROGER S. HAMMOND has been promoted to Production
Manager of the C. R. Daniels, Inc., Plastic Division.
BIRTHS
MR. and MRS. RICHARD BUCKLEY ("GINNY" CORWIN),
a son, Stephen Lawrence, December 16, 1968.
Mr. and Mrs. Murray T. Brinson (EVELYN VAUGHN), a son,
Mark Thomas, February 15, 1969.

1965
BRUCE W. ALDRICH will complete requirements in August '69 for his Ph.D. in Sociology from the University
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. He will go to Florida
State University in September as assistant professor of
sociology.
DONALD A. BLACKMAN has been promoted to Trust Officer
at the First National Bank of Kansas City.
JAMES LINDAMOOD is to receive his Juris Doctorate
degree in June from the Universty of Akron College of Law.
Friends of EUGENE L. WELLS extend sympathy on the
death of his father. Merrick Wells, of Winter Park.
FREDERIC J. FREDERIC has engaged in some exciting
travels during the past few months. He spent a month in
India hunting tiger and in May was in France for the
Cannes Film Festival, returning via New York to visit his
company's main offices there. FRED is with the investment
firm, McDonnell & Co., in Los Angeles. During his hunting
adventures FRED "unfortunately did not bag the tiger but
had occasion to have one staring at me from a distance
of only 10 feet. No shot was taken however due to the
fact that the tiger was looking in my direction and the
slightest movement would scare him off." He also visited
the meditation academy of Mahesh Yogi, much publicized
by attendance there of the Beatles and Mia Farrow, and
toured various other areas of India.
BIRTHS
MR. and MRS. RICHARD D. CHAPMAN, JR., a daughter,
Christina, September 3, 1968.
MR. and MRS. BRAINERD G. HENCKEN, a daughter,
Stacey Gray, March 24, 1969.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin A. Shelor (VIRGINIA H. WALKER),
a daughter, Jennifer Travis, November 9, 1968.

1966
SHARON SIEGENER is working at Trans American Title Insurance Co. in San Diego.
MARRIAGES
JOHN H. NOEL and Karen Dunn, March 8, 1969.
VIRGINIA L. SPRINKLE and Wilmer Scarbrough LaBrant,
April 26, 1969.
BIRTHS
MR. and Mrs. JEFFERY D. HICKS, a son, Jean-Michel.
MR. and Mrs. FRANCIS C. GRAY, JR., a daughter, Katherine, February, 1969.
MR. and MRS. HARRY D. LUNGER (VIRGINIA SUE WILLERS), a son, William Horner, April 28, 1969.
MR. and MRS. PETER A. COWIN (PAMELA GRIFFITH '65),
a son, Scott Adamson, February 13, 1969.

1967
MICHAEL CARROLL WESSLER has been awarded the Master
of Science degree from the University of Miami.
ANNE C. WOOTEN is attending the University of Miami for
a Master's degree in fine arts.
GARY T. ORWICK is now a Certified Public Accountant,
having successfully passed the Florida State exams in
November.
Specialist Four GREGORY J. ALBERTSON received the
Army Commendation Medal while serving with the 4th
Infantry Division in Vietnam.
BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Jones (CHERYL ANNE SWIFT), a
daughter, Shelley Renee, August 20, 1968.
MR. and Mrs. NIELS J. MENKO, a son, David Timothy,
April 25, 1969.

1968
Airman JOHN E. SLOTHOWER has been assigned to Lowry
AFB, Colo., for training in the supply field.
Second Lieutenant WAYLAND R. SHOOK, JR., has been
awarded the U. S. Air Force silver pilot wings upon graduation at Laughlin AFB. He will be assigned to Tan Son
Nhut AB, Vietnam.

JOHN E. SLOTHOWER

JOHN W. "Jack" McDOWALL
Coach, 1929-1949
Athletic Director, 1949-1957
Deceased May 25, 1969

4&M
WAYLAND R. SHOOK

SUSAN HALL will receive her MAT degree from Converse
College in August.
BECKY BRAWLEY Williams will continue studying for her
M.A. degree in speech pathology while her husband,
Specialist Fifth Class Stanley Williams, serves a tour of
duty in Vietnam.
RHEUA SUSAN STAKELY will be assistant Tennis Pro for
the summer at the Cooperstown Country Club, in New York
State.
JAMES K. WATKINS has been assigned to the American
Division in Vietnam as a rifleman.
BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Alfond (BARBARA LAWRENCE), a
son, John Lawrence, January, 1969.
MARRIAGES
REBECCA A. BRAWLEY and Stanley M. Williams, April 19,

1969.

MCS
Captain GERALD N. STEVENS '68 has received his second
award of the U. S. Air Force Commendation Medal. Captain STEVENS was decorated for meritorious service as an
accounting and finance officer. He is assigned to a unit
of the Aerospace Audio-Visual Service, which provides combat and documentation photography for Air Force units
around the world. He is presently attending San Bernardino
(Calif.) Valley College.

BGS
CHARLIE E. STEWART '63 has been promoted to Major in
the U. S. Air Force. He is a medical administrative staff
officer at Headquarters Air Force Reserve, Robbins AFB, Ga.
Master Sergeant MALCOLM 0. MacDONALD '68 has been
recognized for his outstanding efforts in the PRIDE program of the U. S. Air Force. He is assigned to a unit of
the Air Weather Service at Patrick AFB, Fla.

CHARLIE E. STEWART

MALCOLM 0. MacDONALD

MAT
Capt. LEONARD G. COURCHESNE '65 is a candidate at the
Catholic University of America for his doctorate in the
field of Administration of Higher Education.
MRS. GENEVIEVE WEBBER '64 is attending the University
of Florida, working toward a Ph.D. in Special Education.
BIRTHS
CAPT. and MRS. LEONARD G. COURCHESNE, a son, April
2, 1969.

MBA
WILLIAM H. BARKER '65 is serving as President of the
Central Florida Chapter of the Reserve Officers Association
of the U. S.
EUGENE A. MEILER '66 has been
appointed Assistant
Manager of Walston & Co., Inc., Burlington, Vermont
office. Walston & Co. is a member of the New York Stock
Exchange.
BIRD MARSHALL '66 is Manager of the Technical Publications Dept. of AVCO Ordnance Division, Richmond, Ind.
He also operates a farm on which he and his family live.

COACH McDOWALL MEMORIAL
SCHOLARSHIP FUND STARTED
John W. "Jack" McDowall, 63, former Rollins coach and athletic director, died Sunday, May 25 at his
home in Winter Park, victim of an
apparent heart attack.
Memorial services were held on
campus Wednesday, May 28 in
Knowles Memorial Chapel. President McKean said "Jack McDowall
will go down in the history of Rollins College as one of its great
leaders. He was a superior coach,
inspired hundreds of men and his
football teams won many victories.
I admired him very much and his
passing sadly ends an era."
Alumni and friends wishing to make
a gift in Coach McDowall's memory
may do so by sending a check for
any amount to: Rollins College
Alumni Association, Rollins College,
Winter Park, Florida 32789. The
Alumni Association in conjunction
with the Athletic Department, has
determined that the most suitable
memorial to Coach McDowall would
be a perpetual scholarship fund.
Please note on your gift "McDowall
Memorial Scholarship Fund."

3Jtt jWemortam
EDUARD ADAMEK, 1940
deceased April, 1968.
MRS. RUTH FORD ATKINSON
deceased December 26, 1968.
CHARLES FRANCIS BALDWIN, 1910-A
deceased February 26, 1969.
MRS. CONSTANCE ETZ FERDON, 1935
deceased January, 1969.
LT. COL. (RET.) FRANK WILLIAM FERGUSON, 1958
deceased April 12, 1969.
GEORGE H. GANSON, JR., 1935
deceased January 19, 1968.
MRS. MARY DUDLEY HAY, 1938
deceased March 6, 1968.
GEORGE C. HOLT, 1931
deceased May 11, 1969.
MISS PATRICIA MAKINSON, 1926
deceased April 7, 1969.
MISS ANNA RAND, Gay 90's
deceased February 16, 1969.
MRS. PATRICIA PATTISHALL RANDOLPH,
MAT 1964
deceased March 29, 1969.
MRS. MARY ANTHONY HOWARD SCUD.
DER, 1932
deceased February 25, 1969.
RICHARD L STARR, 1924
deceased February 3, 1969.
MISS ANNA B. TREAT, former Registrar
deceased February 3, 1969.
MRS. MARIAN ROBINSON TRUMBULL, 1939
deceased October 17, 1968.
ALBRA H. WHITMORE, 1923-A
deceased March 16, 1969.
JON LUCIEN WIESENFELD, 1970
deceased January 25, 1969.

One of the most enduring and rewarding traditions at Rollins is the endowment of a book,
in perpetuity, in memory of each alumnus who
has passed on.
Classmates and other friends, as well as the
family concerned, are invited to send remembrances for any amount and thus participate in
the BOOK-A-YEAR CLUB Memorial Program
which provides for the Library an urgently
needed book in the name of an alumnus.
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'Rollins Singers Tour Europe" LP Albums Now Available
Order Your Copy NOW!

TO: Rollins College Alumni Association
Box 50, Winter Park, Florida 32789
Please ship

copies of "Rollins Singers Tour Europe" LP Albums @ $4.75, postpaid.

Enclosed is my check in the amount of $

payable to the Rollins

College Alumni Association. (Mid-August delivery)
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE.

ZIP.

